Biology Magazine Group Project
TVv/tsq.Idpa,
ln your groups, you will be making a magazine that encompasses one or more of the topics we
have discussed throughout the year. lt will allow you to be creative, to use technology, and to work
collaboratively with your classmates.
Think of a good name for your magazine. Since it is supposed to have a Biology theme, the word
"biology''would be appropriate in the title somehow. You can either make the magazine generic,
covering topics for the entire year, or you can have a theme such as the environment or genetics.
When you lay out the magazine, you should put the table of contents first, and then the letter

from the editor. Then, you can start putting your articles in with ads between them to break up the
text. You should put your text into columns so that it seems authentic. You can look at actual
magazines to see how they do it, or look some up on-line. Be sure to type the articles and cite all of

your resources. See me if you are not sure how to cite resources.
When you design the cover, be sure to make it interesting and inviting. When you are ready to
bind your magazine, you can take it to have it bound at a copy shop, or use a folder.

fhP/Detail*
Your magazine should have : (check off when done)
1.
A cover page (Title, article titles, picture). Co on-line and look for "parts of a magazine cover"
like banner, masthead, etc. Make sure you put all the member of your group on the title page
somewhere.

2.
3.

_

A Table of Contents
a Letter from the Editor or Editor's note

Ads (at least 2). They should fit with your theme. For example, if you are doing an
environmental theme, you could have an ad for an environmentally safe laundry soap. I would expect
that you would draw your own diagrams. Do not cut and paste from the internet. The ad could be a
sale flyer or coupon also.
4.

5.

Articles (at least L per person in the group). Your articles can all be from the same theme, such
as the environment, or they can be on any biology topic (disease, endangered species, biotechnology,
cells, etc.) Tryto make the articles interesting to the reader. Remember to put your text into columns.

6.
An interview (at least one). You can pretend to be interviewing a scientist or government figure
about a topic that fits into your theme. You could also interview a person in a career that fits your
topic.
7A students choice option (at least 2). These could incluUe a DearAbbycolumn, political
cartoon, tips or advice, photo with explanation, poem, or story.
lwt*
You will have one week to complete your magazine. You will get 5 days in class to organize and
work on your articles or drawings. You can bring in information from the internet and books to work on
during the class period. Since there are about 12 items that have to be done for your magazine, you
can have each person do 3 or 4 things depending on how many are in your group. The cover and table
of contents could be considered an "item". The group leader is responsible to make sure everything gets
done. See me if there is a problem.
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